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This volume of essays explores the history of the US
tax mission to Japan during the occupation following
World War II. Under General MacArthur, economist
Carl S. Shoup led the mission with the charge of
framing a tax system for Japan designed to
strengthen democracy and accelerate economic
recovery. The volume examines the sources,
conduct and effects of the mission and situates the
mission within the history of international financial
and fiscal reform. The book begins by establishing
the context of progressive social investigations of
taxation, including Shoup's earlier tax missions to
France and Cuba. It then goes on to explore the
Japanese background to the Shoup mission and the
process by which American and Japanese tax
experts shaped their recommendations. The book
then assesses and explains the mission's
accomplishments in the context of the political
economies of the United States and Japan. It
concludes by analyzing the global implications of the
mission, which became iconic among international
tax reformers.
Contributions to female economic thought have
come from prolific scholars, leading social reformers,
economic journalists and government officials along
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with many other women who contributed only one or
two works to the field. It is perhaps for this reason
that a comprehensive bibliographic collection has
failed to appear, until now. This innovative book
brings together the most comprehensive collection to
date of references to women’s economic writing
from the 1770s to 1940. It includes thousands of
contributions from more than 1,700 women from the
UK, the US and many other countries. This
bibliography is an important reference work for
systematic inquiry into questions of gender and the
history of economic thought. This volume is a
valuable resource and will interest researchers on
women's contributions to economic thought, the
sociology of economics, and the lives of female
social scientists and activist-authors. With a
comprehensive editorial introduction, it fills a longstanding gap and will be greeted warmly by scholars
of the history of economic thought and those
involved in feminist economics.
In this scholarly and timely presentation of the
history of economic thought, you'll see how new
ideas, evidence, problems and values can be used
to reconsider basic disputes and major contributions
of the past. THE EVOLUTION OF ECONOMIC
THOUGHT, 8e covers the history of economics, the
philosophies that drive the economic way of thinking,
the ideas of the great economic thinkers and their
logical connections to the world. You'll see how
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Robert Solow's pioneering model can be used to
discuss recent renewed emphasis on growth theory
and technological change and will explore antitrust
perspectives and game theory. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
This succinct overview of Marshall's life and work as
an economist sets his major economic contributions
in perspective, by looking at his education, his travel,
his teaching at Cambridge, Oxford and Bristol, his
policy views as presented to government inquiries
and his political and social opinions.
The field of economics has proliferated in complexity
and importance since the Second World War.
Alessandro Roncaglia recounts the history of the
different approaches (marginalist, neoclassical,
Keynesian, Austrian, monetarism, rational
expectations, institutionalist, evolutionary, classicalSraffian) and the different fields (micro, macro,
money and finance, industrial and game theory,
institutions, public finance, econometrics), illustrating
the thought and personality of the most important
contemporary economists (from Hayek to Sraffa,
from Modigliani and Samuelson to Friedman, from
Simon to Sen, and many others), focusing on the
conceptual foundations of the different streams. At
the same time he appraises critically the important
debates and controversies in the field and concludes
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by discussing possible future directions for economic
thought. This follow-up to The Wealth of Ideas: A
History of Contemporary Economic Thought is a
readable introduction to the contemporary
economics discourse, accessible to economics
students and informed general readers, and an
important complement for advanced students and
economists active in specialized fields.
Contains two groups of archival materials. One
group includes lecture notes from courses given at
the University of Wisconsin by Edwin E. Witte and
Robert Lampman on the economic role of
government. The second group includes papers from
a conference on the history of 20th century
heterodox economics.
"This ground-breaking book provides the first Englishlanguage survey of economic thought in modern
Japan. Significantly, it offers both a detailed study of
economic thought from 1600 to 1945 and a nuanced
analysis of Western and Asian perspectives on the
field of Japanese economic history. Expertly
translated from Japanese and written by leading
scholars in the field, this exciting study includes: * A
novel approach to economic thought which
contextualizes the core values of thinkers across the
period * A comparative analysis of Japanese
economic history which looks at the continuities
across the Meiji divide * The extensive use of
archival sources, many of which were previously
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unavailable in English A History of Economic
Thought in Japan, 1600 - 1945 serves as a case
study of how Western economic ideas spread to nonWestern regions and interacted with indigenous
ideas. It will therefore be of immense value to both
scholars of economic thought and those seeking a
deeper understanding of the moral, intellectual, and
societal forces that shaped modern Japan"-This book, now in its third edition, provides an
elementary introduction to the history of economic
thought. A chapter is devoted to each of the major
developments in the history of the discipline, before
a concluding chapter in which the authors draw
together some of the key strands and comment on
some major works and textbooks in the history of
economic ideas. They also reflect on the changes in
economic thinking within the general context of the
philosophy of science. This new edition continues to
offer the clear and concise coverage of the main
schools of thought and paradigm shifts in the field
that has become the volume’s trademark. The book
has been thoroughly updated throughout in order to
reflect changes in the landscape of the field. Details
on key thinkers, and aspects of the story such as the
evolution of scholarship on growth and development,
have been added or expanded, whilst not
compromising on the book’s concise approach. Key
updates include: Biographical- and bibliographical
information is brought up to date throughout the text
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North American economists John Kenneth Galbraith
and Kenneth Ewart Boulding make their first
appearance in this edition Information on
developments in institutional economics, addressing
in particular the works of 2009 Nobel prize winner
Elinor Ostrom). This book has become well known
for its innovative coverage of the economic thinking
of mainland Europe, whilst also addressing AngloAmerican trends. It provides a short and highly
readable overview of the evolution of economic
thought, usable in courses where the history of
economic thought constitutes only a small part or
required background reading. It continues to be an
extremely useful, much needed text for all
introductory economics courses in the field.
Study of the grand ideas in economics has a perpetual
intellectual fascination in it’s own right. It can also have
practical relevance, as the global economic downturn that
began in 2007 reminds us. For several decades, the
economics establishment had been dismissive of
Keynesianism, arguing that the world had moved beyond the
“depression economics” with which it dealt. Keynesian
economics, however, has now staged a comeback as
governments attempt to formulate policy responses to the
Great Recession of the first decade of the twenty-first century.
Many of the issues that faced economists in the past are still
with us. The theories and methods of such men as Adam
Smith, T. R. Malthus, David Ricardo, J.S. Mill, Karl Marx,
Alfred Marshall, and J. M. Keynes are often relevant to us
today—and we can always learn from their mistakes. In his
stimulating analysis Professor Barber assesses the thought of
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a number of important economists both in terms of the issues
of their day and in relation to modern economic thought. By
concentrating on the greatest exponents he highlights the
central properties of the four main schools of economic
thought – classical, Marxian, neo-classical, and Keynesian –
and shows that although each of these traditions is rooted in
a different stage of economic development, they can all
provide insights into the recurring problems of modern
economics.
Few economists manage to produce a body of work that
boasts a serious following twenty years after their deaths.
Murray N. Rothbard is a rare exception. More than two
decades since his passing, his influence lives on, both in the
work of a new generation of social scientists, and among a
growing number of the general public. One reason for
Rothbard's continuing popularity is his ability to reach across
disciplines, and to connect them: unlike many contemporary
economists, who specialize in increasingly narrow fields
within the science, Rothbard's research agenda was
expansive and interdisciplinary, covering most of the social
sciences and humanities. Some readers of this book will
already be familiar with Rothbard's major works, such as his
path-breaking treatise on economics, Man, Economy, and
State. Yet Rothbard also produced hundreds of shorter works
for both academic and popular audiences. Unfortunately,
many lack the time to explore his writings; what's more, his
oeuvre is so enormous it is often difficult to know where to
begin. This book aims to solve these problems by providing a
window into Rothbard's achievements in the social sciences,
humanities, and beyond. It includes introductory,
intermediate, and advanced material, to ensure the book can
be enjoyed by readers of all levels of understanding and
familiarity with Rothbard's work. Therefore although it is
intended primarily for newcomers, veteran readers will also
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find much to discover or re-discover in these pages. The
individual articles in this collection can be read in any order;
with that in mind, we propose two ways to explore them.
Those new to Rothbard's writing may want to begin with the
shorter, more accessible chapters that interest them most,
before continuing on to more difficult topics. However, we
have intentionally arranged the articles and sections so that
readers who prefer a systematic discussion, or who are
already acquainted with Rothbard's ideas, can read the book
cover to cover. The volume begins with a personal look at
Rothbard's life and work, as told in his own words. The
opening section, "Rothbard: Man, Economist, and AntiStatist," brings together three rare interviews, each
highlighting different aspects of his unique personality and
worldview. Readers will soon recognize an overarching theme
running through Rothbard's life and work: a passion for
liberty, a unifying principle in his thought, no matter the
discipline. This commitment can be seen further in the next
section, "Foundations of Social Science and the Free
Society." In the first essay, Rothbard stresses "The Discipline
of Liberty" as the foundation for the study of humanity. This
central interest serves as inspiration and foundation for the
project that follows, namely, an outline of the human sciences
and their primary method of investigation: praxeology.
Although Rothbard wrote on many subjects, his training-and
heart-were in economics, and so too are the majority of the
writings in this collection. The next two sections provide a
concise exposition of economic theory, beginning with
individual value and choice. They explore in turn Rothbard's
insights into the "Principles of Economics and Government
Intervention" and "Money, Banking, and the Business Cycle."
Together, these chapters provide a brief overview of
Rothbard's more comprehensive account of economic theory
in Man, Economy, and State. Austrian economists have
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always been fascinated by the history of their science, and
Rothbard was no exception. In fact, his writings on the
subject are among his most original and controversial. The
section devoted to the "History of Economic Thought" surveys
the contributions of many influential economists, outlining the
development of economics from mercantilism to the modern
Austrian school. However, Rothbard's historical interests
extended far beyond the history of economic doctrines. The
section on "Economic History" illustrates how he consistently
applied economic th
Business Cycles in Economic Thought underlines how, over
the time span of two centuries, economic thought interacted
with cycles in a continuous renewal of theories and rethinking
of policies, whilst economic actions embedded themselves
into past economic thought. This book argues that studying
crises and periods of growth in different European countries
will help to understand how different national, political and
cultural traditions influenced the complex interaction of
economic cycles and economic theorizing. The editors of this
great volume bring together expert contributors consisting of
economists, historians of economic thought and historians of
economics, to analyse crises and theories of the nineteenth
and the twentieth century. This is alongside a comprehensive
outlook on the most relevant advances of economic theory in
France, Germany and Italy, as well as coverage of nonEuropean countries, such as the United States. Several of the
highly prestigious Villa Vigoni Trilateral Conferences formed
the background for the discussions in this book. This volume
is of great interest to students and academics who study
history of economic thought, political economy and
macroeconomics.
The Wealth of Ideas, first published in 2005, traces the
history of economic thought, from its prehistory (the Bible,
Classical antiquity) to the present day. In this eloquently
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written, scientifically rigorous and well documented book,
chapters on William Petty, Adam Smith, David Ricardo, Karl
Marx, William Stanley Jevons, Carl Menger, Léon Walras,
Alfred Marshall, John Maynard Keynes, Joseph Schumpeter
and Piero Sraffa alternate with chapters on other important
figures and on debates of the period. Economic thought is
seen as developing between two opposite poles: a subjective
one, based on the ideas of scarcity and utility, and an
objective one based on the notions of physical costs and
surplus. Professor Roncaglia focuses on the different views of
the economy and society and on their evolution over time and
critically evaluates the foundations of the scarcity-utility
approach in comparison with the Classical/Keynesian
approach.
This book offers a pluralistic vision of the way economists
have dealt with the question of power in society over the last
two centuries. Economists’ ideas about power are examined
from political, theoretical and policy-making points of view,
with additional discussion of the active participation of
economists in the management of power. The book is
organized into four main conceptions of power relations: i)
Power as embedded in political institutions; ii) Power as
emerging from the asymmetric relations caused by the
unequal distribution of income and wealth; iii) Power as
associated to the monopolistic or oligopolistic position held by
some firms in the market; and iv) Power as the management
of economic policies by the state. Mosca brings together
contributions from a range of scholars to analyse how
economists have considered the role of power, putting the
discussion into a much needed historical context.
Although Otto Neurath left his mark across an array of fields
in the first half of the twentieth century, he was trained as an
economist and wrote extensively about economics. He
questioned the philosophical foundations of economic
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concepts, the fuzziness of economic terminology, the
unwarranted reduction of economic theorizing to matters of
price, and the misplaced reliance upon certain quantitative
approaches. This book intends to find a place for Otto
Neurath in the history of economic thought by examining and
analyzing his economic ideas, both on their own terms, albeit
with a critical perspective, and in the broader context of their
impact. Neurath may be seen as a pioneer in posing ideas
and approaches now considered heterodox. This book will be
of interest to students and researchers of the history of
economic thought, and especially those interested in the
evolution of heterodox economics in the twentieth century.
Even after the experience of WWII and despite the existence
of various institutions such as United Nations to avoid conflict
between nations, we have not succeeded in making a world
free from war. The Cold War, the Vietnam War, the
intervention of the superpowers in local conflicts and the
spread of terrorism have made this all too clear. This volume
brings together contributions by leading international scholars
of various countries and reconstructs how economists have
dealt with issues that have been puzzling them for nearly
three centuries: Can a war be 'rational'? Does international
commerce complement or substitute war? Who are the real
winners and losers of wars? How are military expenses to be
funded? The book offers a refreshing approach to the subject
and how we think about the relations between economics and
war.
This is the first study of the development of economic thought
in Latin America. It traces the development of economic ideas
during five centuries and across the whole continent. It
addresses a wide range of approaches to economic issues
including: * the scholastic tradition in Latin American
economies * the quantity theory of money * cameralism *
human captal theory.
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A History of Economic ThoughtWesleyan University
Press
"Macroeconomics has always played host to
contesting schools of thought, but recent events
have exacerbated those differences. To fully
understand the subject, students need to be aware
of these controversies. Rethinking Macroeconomics:
A History of Economic Thought Perspective
introduces students to the key schools of thought,
equipping them with the knowledge needed for a
true understanding of today's economy. The text
guides the reader through multiple approaches to
macroeconomic analysis before presenting the data
for several critical economic episodes, all in order to
explore which analytical method provides the best
explanation for each event. It covers key background
information on topics such as the basics of supply
and demand, macroeconomic data, international
trade and the balance of payments, the creation of
the money supply, and the global financial crisis.
This anticipated second edition contains new
chapters on Modern Monetary Theory, the Japanese
economy, the European Union and the coronavirus
crisis, bringing the story up to date and broadening
the international coverage. Offering the context that
is missing from existing introductory textbooks, this
work encourages students to think critically about
received economic wisdom. This is the ideal
complement to any introductory macroeconomics
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textbook and is ideally suited for undergraduate
students who have completed a principles of
economics course. The book is fully supported with
additional online resources, which include lecture
slides and an instructor manual. John F. McDonald
is Adjunct Professor of Economics at Temple
University, USA, Emeritus Professor of Economics at
the University of Illinois at Chicago, and Gerald W.
Fogelson Distinguished Chair in Real Estate
Emeritus at Roosevelt University"-This book explores Russian synthesis that occurred
in Russian economic thought between 1890 and
1920. This includes all the attempts at synthesis
between classical political economy and
marginalism; the labour theory of value and marginal
utility; and value and prices. The various ways in
which Russian economists have approached these
issues have generally been addressed in a
piecemeal fashion in history of economic thought
literature. This book returns to the primary sources in
the Russian language, translating many into English
for the first time, and offers the first comprehensive
history of the Russian synthesis. The book first
examines the origins of the Russian synthesis by
determining the condition of reception in Russia of
the various theories of value involved: the classical
theories of value of Ricardo and Marx on one side;
the marginalist theories of prices of Menger, Walras
and Jevons on the other. It then reconstructs the
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three generations of the Russian synthesis: the first
(Tugan-Baranovsky), the second, the
mathematicians (Dmitriev, Bortkiewicz,
Shaposhnikov, Slutsky, etc.) and the last (Yurovsky),
with an emphasis on Tugan-Baranovsky’s initial
impetus. This volume is suitable for those studying
economic theory and philosophy as well as those
interested in the history of economic thought.
On the History of Economic Thought is introduced by
an essay in intellectual autobiography outlining the
development of Coats key ideas and the distinctive
elements of his approach. Two themes in particular
emerge. The first is the difference between British
and American economics, both in content and in the
practice of the profession. This is an important
element in all areas of his research. The second
theme is in the interrelationships between economic
ideas, events (or conditions) and policy issues. The
book concludes by offering an assessment of the
current state of the discipline indicating the
advantages an historian of economics can offer as a
commentator on recent developments.
James Steuart published An Inquiry into the
Principles of Political Œconomy in 1767, the first
systematic treatise on economics, nine years before
Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations. Traditional
historiography has tended to disregard and even
deny Steuart’s oeuvre, categorizing him as the last,
outdated advocate of mercantilist policies in Britain.
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A clear portrait of a modernizing and enlightened
Steuart emerges from this book, opening up an
alternative approach to many key developments in
economic theory. This book brings together a
diverse international team of experts to overturn the
"advocate of mercantilism" myth and explore
different interpretations of Steuart’s work within the
context of the writings of other contemporary
authors. A diverse range of specialists – historians,
economists, political scientist, and sociologists –
reflecting the diversity of James Steuart’s work
explore various aspects of the life, works, and
influence of James Steuart, including his links to
other authors who conceive – as Steuart did – the
economic system of "natural liberty" as an artificial
creation. The portrait of a demarginalized,
modernizing, and enlightened Steuart emerges
clearly in this book. This book is not reduced to old
authors whose ideas would be at the Museum of
Dead Ideas, it has a very contemporary resonance.
The subjects and the way Steuart tackles them could
have a big influence on future authors who
recognized some advantages of an alternative
approach to many key developments in economic
theory. This will also be of interest to scholars of
history of economic thought, intellectual history, and
18th century history.
Volume 25-C commences a series of class notes
taken at Northwestern and Chicago during the period
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1964-1967. The notes from courses at Northwestern
are Robert Clower;s course on economic theory, and
Frank Fetter's course on monetary institutions and
policies. The notes from Chicago include George
Stigler's course on industrial organization, Merton
Miller's course on corporate finance, and Daniel
Orr's course on the theory of the firm. Also included
are Warren Samuels notes from James Earley's
courses on economic theory and on money, income
and price, given at Wisconsin during 1954-1955; and
Samuels's notes from a faculty seminar on myth,
theology and society given by Robert T. Anderson at
Michigan State University in 1974.*The series
presents review essays, multiple reviews and mini
symposia on new-works in this field*Volumes are
broad in scope*The series fills a substantial gap in
this field
In Illiberal Reformers, Thomas Leonard reexamines
the economic progressives whose ideas and reform
agenda underwrote the Progressive Era dismantling
of laissez-faire and the creation of the regulatory
welfare state, which, they believed, would humanize
and rationalize industrial capitalism. But not for all.
Academic social scientists such as Richard T. Ely,
John R. Commons, and Edward A. Ross, together
with their reform allies in social work, charity,
journalism, and law, played a pivotal role in
establishing minimum-wage and maximum-hours
laws, workmen's compensation, progressive income
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taxes, antitrust regulation, and other hallmarks of the
regulatory welfare state. But even as they offered
uplift to some, economic progressives advocated
exclusion for others, and did both in the name of
progress. Leonard meticulously reconstructs the
influence of Darwinism, racial science, and eugenics
on scholars and activists of the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, revealing a reform
community deeply ambivalent about America's poor.
Economic progressives championed labor legislation
because it would lift up the deserving poor while
excluding immigrants, African Americans, women,
and 'mental defectives, ' whom they vilified as lowwage threats to the American workingman and to
Anglo-Saxon race integrity. Economic progressives
rejected property and contract rights as illegitimate
barriers to needed reforms. But their disregard for
civil liberties extended much further. Illiberal
Reformers shows that the intellectual champions of
the regulatory welfare state proposed using it not to
help those they portrayed as hereditary inferiors, but
to exclude them. -- Provided by publisher.
Economic thinking has a long history dating back to
pre-Christian era. References to economic ideas and
practices are found in Vedas, Bible and Koran in the
form of commandments and instructions. Economics
for long was regarded as the art of house
keeping/management. In fact, Economy was the title
of a book by an ancient Greek historian and
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philosopher Xenophon (434-355 B.C.). Aristotle was
another ancient Greek thinker (384-322 B.C) who
authored many works on philosophy, natural
sciences and socio-economic problems. Another
well-known Greek who reflected on economic
matters was Plato, the author of the famous work,
The Republic. The exploitation of the proletariat
(workers) under capitalism led to the writings of Karl
Marx (1818-1883), a German philosopher with
revolutionary zeal. He published two epoch-making
works in collaboration with his friend and benefactor
Friedrich Engels (1820-1895): The Communist
Manifesto (1848) and Das Capital (1867). These two
works immensely influenced the thinking of the
contemporary world. From the chaos of the
depression of the early 1930s grew the ideas of John
Maynard Keynes (1883-1946) which are relevant to
this day. This book is an attempt to rekindle interest
in the history of economic ideas.
A clear and concise history of economic thought,
developed from the author's award-winning book, The
Wealth of Ideas.
Revolutionary advances in biomedical research and
information systems technology pose new and difficult
issues for American health care policy, especially in the
context of managed care. Health Care Policy in an Age
of New Technologies takes on this challenging array of
issues, where the dignity of individual life meets the
imperatives of the national-level health care system: the
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right to die, rationing of care, organ transplants,
experiments with human embryos, genetic research,
confidentiality of medical records, and other ethical
dilemmas. Chapters on a patient's bill of rights, and on
medical education and physician training, link the book to
policy issues of direct concern to the public and
practitioners. Throughout the book, the authors place
critical questions in their political, legal, social, economic,
and ethical context. Each chapter ends with discussion
points, and a multimedia bibliography directs readers to
relevant films, documentaries, and case studies.
On the History of Economic Thought is introduced by an
essay in intellectual autobiography, outlining the
development of Coats' key ideas and the distinctive
elements of his approach. Two themes in particular
emerge. The first is the difference between British and
American economics, both in content and in the practice
of the profession. This is an important element in all
areas of his research. The second theme is in the
interrelationships between economic ideas, events (or
conditions) and policy issues. The book concludes by
offering an assessment of the current state of the
discipline indicating the advantages an historian of
economics can offer as a commentator on recent
developments.
Known for its clarity, comprehensiveness, and balance,
the latest edition of A History of Economic Theory and
Method continues that tradition of excellence. Ekelund
and Hébert’s survey provides historical and international
contexts for how economic models have served social
needs throughout the centuries—beginning with the
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ancient Greeks through the present time. The authors
not only trace ideas that have persisted but skillfully
demonstrate that past, discredited ideas also have a way
of spawning critical thinking and encouraging new
directions in economic analysis. Coverage that
distinguishes the Sixth Edition from its predecessors
includes a detailed analysis of economic solutions by
John Stuart Mill and Edwin Chadwick to problems raised
by the Industrial Revolution; the role of psychology and
“experiments” in understanding demand and consumer
behavior; discussions of modern economic theory as it
interrelates with other social sciences; and a close look
at the historical development of the critical role of
entrepreneurship, both in its productive and unproductive
variants. The authors’ creative approach gives readers a
feel for the thought processes of the great minds in
economics and underscores key ideas impacting
contemporary thought and practice. Well-crafted
discussions are further enriched by absorbing examples
and figures. Thorough suggested reading lists give
options for more in-depth explorations by interested
readers.
363.81
The history of economic thought has always attracted
some of the brightest minds in the discipline. These
chroniclers of development have helped form our current
views, and it is no surprise that many among them have
been at the forefront of new movements in the history of
ideas. This notable collection summarizes the work of
these key historians of economics and attempts to
quantify their impact. Some of the writers covered, such
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as Friedrich Hayek and Joan Robinson, are already
assured of their place among the greatest economists of
the twentieth century, but the collection also stresses the
influence of those still active in shaping our perceptions including Mark Blaug, Samuel Hollander and Donald
Winch. Written by an impressive roster of contributors,
many of whom are themselves well-known in the history
of economic thought, this key book features writings from
John Creedy, Roger Blackhouse and Neil De Marchi, as
well as the editors of the collection as a whole, Warren J.
Samuels and Steven Medema.
This book seeks to advance social economic analysis,
economic methodology, and the history of economic
thought in the context of twenty-first-century scholarship
and socio-economic concerns. Bringing together
carefully selected chapters by leading scholars it
examines the central contributions that John Davis has
made to various areas of scholarship. In recent decades,
criticisms of mainstream economics have rekindled
interest in a number of areas of scholarly inquiry that
were frequently ignored by mainstream economic theory
and practice during the second half of the twentieth
century, including social economics, economic
methodology and history of economic thought. This book
contributes to a growing literature on the revival of these
areas of scholarship and highlights the pivotal role that
John Davis’s work has played in the ongoing revival.
Together, the international panel of contributors show
how Davis’s insights in complexity theory, identity, and
stratification are key to understanding a reconfigured
economic methodology. They also reveal that Davis’s
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willingness to draw from multiple academic disciplines
gives us a platform for interrogating mainstream
economics and provides the basis for a humane yet
scientific alternative. This unique volume will be essential
reading for advanced students and researchers across
social economics, history of economic thought, economic
methodology, political economy and philosophy of social
science.
Few economists manage to produce a body of work that
boasts a serious following twenty years after their
deaths. Murray N. Rothbard is a rare exception. More
than two decades since his passing, his influence lives
on, both in the work of a new generation of social
scientists, and among a growing number of the general
public. One reason for Rothbard’s continuing popularity
is his ability to reach across disciplines, and to connect
them: unlike many contemporary economists, who
specialize in increasingly narrow fields within the
science, Rothbard’s research agenda was expansive
and interdisciplinary, covering most of the social
sciences and humanities. Some readers of this book will
already be familiar with Rothbard’s major works, such
as his path-breaking treatise on economics, Man,
Economy, and State. Yet Rothbard also produced
hundreds of shorter works for both academic and
popular audiences. Unfortunately, many lack the time to
explore his writings; what’s more, his oeuvre is so
enormous it is often difficult to know where to begin. This
book aims to solve these problems by providing a
window into Rothbard’s achievements in the social
sciences, humanities, and beyond. It includes
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introductory, intermediate, and advanced material, to
ensure the book can be enjoyed by readers of all levels
of understanding and familiarity with Rothbard’s work.
Therefore although it is intended primarily for
newcomers, veteran readers will also find much to
discover or re-discover in these pages. The individual
articles in this collection can be read in any order; with
that in mind, we propose two ways to explore them.
Those new to Rothbard’s writing may want to begin with
the shorter, more accessible chapters that interest them
most, before continuing on to more difficult topics.
However, we have intentionally arranged the articles and
sections so that readers who prefer a systematic
discussion, or who are already acquainted with
Rothbard’s ideas, can read the book cover to cover. The
volume begins with a personal look at Rothbard’s life
and work, as told in his own words. The opening section,
“Rothbard: Man, Economist, and Anti-Statist,” brings
together three rare interviews, each highlighting different
aspects of his unique personality and worldview.
Readers will soon recognize an overarching theme
running through Rothbard’s life and work: a passion for
liberty, a unifying principle in his thought, no matter the
discipline. This commitment can be seen further in the
next section, “Foundations of Social Science and the
Free Society.” In the first essay, Rothbard stresses “The
Discipline of Liberty” as the foundation for the study of
humanity. This central interest serves as inspiration and
foundation for the project that follows, namely, an outline
of the human sciences and their primary method of
investigation: praxeology. Although Rothbard wrote on
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many subjects, his training—and heart—were in
economics, and so too are the majority of the writings in
this collection. The next two sections provide a concise
exposition of economic theory, beginning with individual
value and choice. They explore in turn Rothbard’s
insights into the “Principles of Economics and
Government Intervention” and “Money, Banking, and
the Business Cycle.” Together, these chapters provide a
brief overview of Rothbard’s more comprehensive
account of economic theory in Man, Economy, and
State. Austrian economists have always been fascinated
by the history of their science, and Rothbard was no
exception. In fact, his writings on the subject are among
his most original and controversial. The section devoted
to the “History of Economic Thought” surveys the
contributions of many influential economists, outlining the
development of economics from mercantilism to the
modern Austrian school. However, Rothbard’s historical
interests extended far beyond the history of economic
doctrines. The section on “Economic History” illustrates
how he consistently applied economic theory to historical
experience in order to explain events like the American
Revolution, the Progressive Era, and the rise of central
banking in the United States. Of course, no collection of
Rothbard’s major ideas could be complete without a
section devoted to his political philosophy. Based firmly
on the idea of property rights, Rothbard develops an
account of the free society and its enemies, especially
war and the state. These discussions are followed by
Rothbard’s assessment of the libertarian movement and
its pitfalls, along with some of his views on effective
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strategies for creating a free society. The collection ends
on another personal note. Many of Rothbard’s friends
attest that when meeting him for the first time, they were
stunned by the personality of the man they had
previously known only through his academic work.
Rothbardembodied a rare vigor and humor, and his love
of liberty encompassed more than academic interests:
he enjoyed the fruits of liberty as well. These included
listening to jazz music and going to the movies, both of
which he loved, although perhaps not as much as he
delighted in writing about them. The final section, “Movie
Reviews,” collects some of Rothbard’s most
entertaining criticism through the years.

From the ancients to the moderns, questions of
economic theory and policy have been an important
part of intellectual and public debate, engaging the
attention of some of history’s greatest minds. This
book brings together readings from more than two
thousand years of writings on economic subjects.
Through these selections, the reader can see firsthand how the great minds of past grappled with
some of the central social and economic issues of
their times and, in the process, enhanced our
understanding of how economic systems function.
This collection of readings covers the major themes
that have preoccupied economic thinkers throughout
the ages, including price determination and the
underpinnings of the market system, monetary
theory and policy, international trade and finance,
income distribution, and the appropriate role for
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government within the economic system. These
ideas unfold, develop, and change course over time
at the hands of scholars such as Aristotle, St.
Thomas Aquinas, John Locke, François Quesnay,
David Hume, Adam Smith, Thomas Robert Malthus,
David Ricardo, John Stuart Mill, Karl Marx, William
Stanley Jevons, Alfred Marshall, Irving Fisher,
Thorstein Veblen, John Maynard Keynes, Milton
Friedman, and Paul Samuelson. Each reading has
been selected with a view to both enlightening the
reader as to the major contributions of the author in
question and to giving the reader a broad view of the
development of economic thought and analysis over
time. This book will be useful for students, scholars,
and lay people with an interest in the history of
economic thought and the history of ideas generally.
This volume aims to interest students of modern
economic theory in the history of economics. For this
purpose, past economic theories are considered
from the point of view of current economic theories
and translated, if possible and necessary, into
mathematical models. It is emphasized that the
currently dominating mainstream theory is not the
only possible theory, and that there are many past
theories which have important significance to the
advancement of economic theory in the present
situation, or will have it in the near future. After a
brief discussion on the history of economics from the
point of view of contemporary economic theory, a
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bird's-eye view of the historical development of
economics is given so that readers can see the
significance of topics to be discussed in subsequent
chapters in a proper historical perspective. These
topics are carefully chosen to show not only what
great economists in the past contributed to the
development of economics, but also what
suggestions for solving our own current problems we
can obtain by reworking problems they had to face.
The book can be used in advanced undergraduate
as well as graduate classes on the history of
economics. Mathematical techniques used can
easily be understood by advanced undergraduates
of economics major, since some models constructed
originally by contemporary mathematical economists
are carefully reformulated without losing the
essence, basic calculus and the rudiments of linear
algebra being sufficient for understanding.
This book offers a fresh perspective on the history of
welfare economics in Britain, arguing that it needs to
be considered alongside the movement toward a
welfare state. It is argued that there were two
competing approaches to welfare economics,
associated with the Universities of Cambridge and
Oxford, based on different philosophical foundations.
The books reprinted in this set greatly influenced the
way the development of economics was perceived
and how the history of economics was viewed. Many
of the titles represent the first attempts to chart the
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history of economics both from European and
American perspectives. Titles cover the USA, UK,
Germany and France, and include: * History of
Political Economy from Antiquity to our days
[1880]-"Jerome Adolphe Blanqui" * View of the
Progress of Political Economy in Europe
[1847]--"Travers Twiss" * A Short History of Political
Economy in England [1891]-"L.L. Price" * The
History of Economics [1896/1911]-"Henry Dunning
MacLeod" * History of Economic Thought
[1911/1930]-"Lewis H. Haney" * History of Economic
Doctrines [1915]-"Charles Gide"and "Charles Rist" *
Types of Economic Theory [1930]-"Othmar Spann" *
Philosophy and Political Economy in Some of their
Historical Relations [1893]-"James Bonar" * The
Development of English Thought: a Study in the
Economic Interpretation of History [1899]-"Simon N.
Patten" * A Guide to the Study of Political Economy
[1876]-"Luigi Cossa"
The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and
Money, written by legendary author John Maynard
Keynes is widely considered to be one of the top 100
greatest books of all time. This masterpiece was
published right after the Great Depression. It sought
to bring about a revolution, commonly referred to as
the ‘Keynesian Revolution’, in the way economists
thought—especially challenging the proposition that a
market economy tends naturally to restore itself to
full employment on its own. Regarded widely as the
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cornerstone of Keynesian thought, this book
challenged the established classical economics and
introduced new concepts. ‘The General Theory of
Employment, Interest, and Money’ transformed
economics and changed the face of modern
macroeconomics. Keynes’ argument is based on
the idea that the level of employment is not
determined by the price of labour, but by the
spending of money. It gave way to an entirely new
approach where employment, inflation and the
market economy are concerned.
An upper-level text, History of Economic Thought
continues to offer a lively, accessible discussion of
ideas that have shaped modern economics. The
Fourth Edition has been thoroughly revised to reflect
recent scholarship and research, as well as a more
pointed focus on modern economic thought. The text
remains a highly understandable and
opinionated—but fair—presentation of the history of
economic thought.
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